CULTURAL
INTELLIGENCE
WORKSHOP

Leveraging Cultural Intelligence to Power Global Business Results
Misunderstandings rooted in cultural differences present the greatest obstacle to productive, cross-border collaboration.
Increased international communication and interaction presents the need for a culturally attuned organization that
reaches efficiency and collaborative objectives fast. This workshop facilitates the learning curve of global collaboration
through a training program that helps individuals and organizations substantially increase cross-cultural performance and
surpass expectations for business results in an international context. The cross-cultural intelligence framework developed
by Lead Inclusively, Inc. is currently used by Ernst & Young in its Human Capital division, by Aon Hewitt in its Mergers &
Acquisitions division, and by Deloitte in its Global Mobility division. This program is metrics driven and produces increased
revenue, profit margins, efficiency, communication and respect.

You Need This Program If You Are:

•
•
•
•
•

Building international relationships and partnerships
Understanding foreign customers, partners and
influencers
Managing or participating in global teams
Motivating and negotiating internationally
Working with cross-border processes and operations

What is included:

• 1 day training
• Optional online platform with cloud-based
•
•

accessibility - anytime and anywhere in the
world
30-page, full-color workbook of cross-cultural
information and exercises
15-page “Business Basics” guides for more than
60 countries

Every participant receives
a copy of Denise
Hummel's book,
"Speak Milk. Drink Wine:
Becoming a Global
Citizen"
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Performance gains related to cultural training
•
•
•
•

Increases in profit, according to 88% of surveyed global executives
Efficiency gains of 30%, achievable with improved cross-cultural communication
Sales revenue increases of over 32%
Significantly lower cost and operational risk in highly challenging cross-border interactions

Clients Include

Program Facilitators:

Denise Pirrotti Hummel, J.D.
Denise Pirrotti Hummel, J.D., is the Chief Innovation
Officer of Lead Inclusively, Inc., a firm devoted to
empowering diverse leadership and teams to accelerate
innovation and achieve the business results that make
diverse ideation an economic imperative. She is the
creator of the Business Model of Intercultural Analysis™
methodology which is the cross-cultural intelligence
framework used by most of the major consulting firms
globally. She is a Ted Talks finalist and a member of
Marshall Goldsmith’s legacy 100 Coaches. She is also a
member of the board of the Healthcare
Businesswomen’s Association (HBA) and chairs Athena’s
Life Sciences Committee. Ms. Hummel practiced
employment law and international M&A as an attorney.
In addition to facilitating some of the largest people
integrations in the world, Ms. Hummel also tried and
won the first class action under the Americans With
Disabilities Act. She has lived and worked in multiple
continents and speaks several languages.

Zunaira Munir, Ph.D.
Dr. Zunaira Munir is a leading global expert in innovation
and author of several books, including Blue Ocean
Strategy, Blue Ocean Shift and Blue Ocean Leadership.
As Vice President of the Blue Ocean Global Network, she
has led the work of blue ocean strategy consultants in 45
countries around the world. Dr. Munir takes pride in
serving a long list of Fortune 100 and other notable
clients in a variety of industries, such as aerospace
(Honeywell), IT (Intel, HP, Autodesk), biotech (Pfizer,
Genentech, Medtronic), consumer goods (Coca-Cola,
Reckitt Benckiser), telecom (T-Mobile, China Mobile),
finance (US Bank, Banco Colombia) and others. As Chief
Strategy Officer for Clary Business Machines, she was
instrumental in growing the company into a top 100
electronics company as ranked by INC Magazine. Dr.
Munir has lived, been educated and worked throughout
the world and speaks 4 languages fluently.
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